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0. Introduction 
In the past decade, semantical domains of programming languages have been 
modeled by c.p.o.‘s ([5,6]), i.e. partially ordered sets where every ascending chain 
has a least upper bound. As well important are chain-complete subsets of c.p.o.‘s 
which also have the “closed under chain” property. This paper is devoted to the study 
of chain-complete subsets of the lattice Pw, a universal domain for data types ([6,8]). 
A subset E of a c.p.0. is said to be chain-complete if it contains the least upper 
bound of every ascending chain lying in it (i.e. E). Let us first mention how 
chain-complete sets arise in mathematical semantics: 
(1) Suppose we model data types by c:ontinuousl lattices [S] and we want to know 
when one data type is “contained” or embedded in another. Mathematically, when 
does a subset E of a given continuous lattice D become a continuous lattice under the 
induced ordering? A sufUicient condition is that E is a retract of D ([5]). Retractions 
from D to D are continuous mappings atisfying I’ 0 I = r. A retract of D is given by 
the range of some retraction map t : D + D. Since r is idempotent, it can be verified 
that the range r(D) consists of all the fixed points of r, i.e. 
Note that r(D) is a chain-complete subset of D. Thus a necessary condition for E to 
be a retract of a given data type D is that E is a chain-complete subset of D. 
(2) Semantics of programming languages can be given in various ways. For 
example in [3], the semantics of a simple programming language WCS given using the 
direct method and the continuation method. To relate the two methods of language 
descriptions, Reynolds [3] defined a relation r c Cl1 x DZ such that 
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holds for ali expressions e where 
(0 and & stand for the valuation mappings for the direct method and the 
continuation method respectively; 
(ii) D1 is the semantical domain for expressions in the direct method and Dz is the 
semantical domain for expressions in the continuation method. 
Since I is in general defined recursively (e.g. when D1 and II2 are reflexive domains), 
the difficulty is to show that such an f ever exists! In most cases, the definition of r is 
not even continuous with respect o its components and one can hardly appeal to 
Tar&i’s fixedpoint theorem. This disaster disappears if one works with directed- 
compkte retatians [3]; a relation f G D1 x Dz is directed complete if it is a chain- 
complete subset of D1 X& A “least” relatisn does exist if it is defined in terms of 
directed-complete subrelations! Fortunately, the relations that creep up in relating 
two semantical domains of programming languages are often directed-complete. 
(3) Admissibie predicates were introduced in [2] for de Bakker-Scott’s compu- 
tational induction rule. Roughty speaking, apredicate cp( l ) is admissible if it has the 
“continuous” property that for every continuous functional t, if cp (t’(O)) holds for all 
o, then ~(lub(t’(l))}? holds. Chain-complete sets are the semantical counterparts 
of the ab*le admissible predicates, i.e. each admissible predicate defines a chain- 
complete subset of a corresponding semantical domain. 
We have seen that chain-complete sets arise in mathematical semantics, language 
descriptions and program verification. Our main interests in this paper lie in 
chain-complete sets that can be defined by admissible predicates, since non- 
definable sets hardly have any significance in computer science. Among the admis- 
sible predicates, there are those of the form 
where ar and #? are continuous functionals ([2]). The above admissible predicates 
have the characteristics that they can be expressed as equations with continuous 
functionak on both sides. As was shown in [2], these predicates arise very frequently 
in program verification. The semantical counterparts of these predicates are chain- 
complete sets of the form 
ix E D IfW = g(x)1 
where f. g are continuous functions from D to D. The above chain-complete sets are 
identified with the @a se’ts in [7]. We will study properties of these sets in detail in 
Sectisn 2. 
In this paper, we base our studies of chain-complete sets in the lattice PO. Some 
general facts about PO are given in Section 1. Among Scott’s continuous lattices [5], 
there are the effectively given ones where we can formulate the notion of a 
computable lement. When we describe the denotation semantics of a programming 
age, we only use effectively given domains since we want to say that the 
meanings of commands or expressions are computable lements in the correspond- 
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ing semantical domains. Effectively given lattices are carefully axiomatized in [S] 
where they are called admissible domains, Our main result of [is] is that the 
computable retracts of PO give us (modulo isomorphism) all the effectively given 
continuous lattices. Thus if we model data types by continuous lattices, then PO 
deserves to be called a universal domain for data types. By choosing to study 
chain-complete sets in the universal domain PO, we can obtain results that can be 
generalized to most domains. 
Our main theorem of this paper is a characterization theorem for the class of 
chain-complete sets whose complements are also chain-complete. We show that E 
and EC are chain-complete if and only if they can be expressed in the form 
{x E PW If(x) = g(x)} which we discussed earlier. The nontrivial direction is +, 
because it goes from chain properties to definability properties. 
Let us describe an application of our main theorem. When we prove congruence of 
two semantical descriptions of a programming language, we used to come up with 
predicates or relations which we want to be directed-complete, As we mentioned 
earlier, working with directed-complete r lations would guarantee us the existence 
of a recursively defined relation. The question is: how do we test if a specified relation 
is directed-complete? It is easy to see that chain-complete sets are closed under finite 
unions and arbitrary intersections. In general, they are not closed under comple- 
ments. Now suppose we come up with a relation r(x, y ) which has this following form: 
r(x, y): (Vr)[&(t, x, Y I= E2k x9 Y )I 
where Ei and E;? are chain-complete sets. Since Ei(z, X, y ) 3 E~(z, X, y ) is equivalent 
to +5i(z, X, y) v E&, X, y), it is not in general true that r is a directed-complete 
relation. A sufficient condition for r to be directed-complete is that the complement 
Ei of El is also chain-complete. Now in Section 3, we describe IIausdorff difference 
hierarchy, a transfinite hierarchy giving us all the aU n Bs sets in Pu, i.e. %&i sets 
whose complements are also aa. By our main theorem and the normal form theorem 
in [7], these !3&, n .%a sets consist of all chain-complete sets whose complements are 
also chain-complete. Thus using our knowledge of how the sets in the IIausdorff 
hierarchy are generated, we can test if El and 22; are both chain-complete. 
An important subclass of the $, n Bs sets is given by the 93 sets. Most of the 
93U n CBS sets appearing in language descriptions are 93 sets. In Section 6, we give a 
criteria to determine when a given set is a 33 set. 
Further applications of our theorems on chain properties are given in Sections 7 
and 8. Throughout his paper, {ci}i,, stands for the effective numeration of all finite 
sets of integers as in [4]. 
1. Some basic facts about Pee, 
The elements of Pw are subsets of integers. $et theoretically, PO and Cantor set 
are the same. The essential difference between PO and Cantor space is the topology. 
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The open sets in PO are generated by the following sub-base: the class of {x 1 IU E ;& 
whereas the apen sets in Cantor space are generated by a larger sub-base: the class of 
(x 1 it E x} and {x 1 nL x). Thus the open sets in Cantor space can be specified by 
positive or negative information, but the open sets in Pw are strictly specified by 
itive information. 
A more straightforward way to specify the topology of PO is as follows: a subset E 
& PW is open if 
(i) whenever x E E and x G y, then y E E, i.e. E is closed under “superset”; and 
(ii) whenever x E E, then some finite subset of x is in E. 
y (i), every ran-empty open set contains the element o. Hence every pair of 
non_enq.$ty open sets in PO has a non-empty intersection, and therefore PO is not 
Mausdorff. A further consequence isthat PO is not metrizable simply because metric 
paces are always Hausdorff. 
A ‘To space is a space where the elements are uniquely determined by their 
neighborhoods. The topology of PO turns Pw to a T’ space. As a TO space, PO has the 
**universal” property that every separable TO space can be embedded in it. 
Fsr suppose D is a 770 spw tiih s cctntable base (%n}nEo f r the topology, define 
the map i : D + PW as follows: 
It is routine to check that i embeds D in Pw. 
If we partially order PW by set inclusion, then PO becomes a lattice, in fact an 
algebraic ontinuous lattice [S] where the isolated elements are all the finite sets of 
integers. A retract D of Pw is given by a retraction map r : Pw + PW which is 
continuous an9 idempotent, i.e. r 0 r = I: The range of r constitutes the elements in D; 
it can be shown that the set D coincides with the set of all fixed points of r. It is proved 
in [5] that every retract of PO is a separable continuous lattice where the partial 
ordering is given by the induced ordering from ‘30. 
Conversely, if D is a separable continuous lattice with a countable base {%n}new, 
then the following map r : PO + PO, 
retracts PU into r(Pw). D can be shown to be isomorphic to r(Pw), hence D is a 
retract of Pm. In summary, the retracts of PW give us all the separable continuous 
lattices fmodulo isomorphism). 
Given a subset E of PO, we say that E is closed under chain (or chain-complete) if 
l”,W E whenever (xi)isu is an ascending chain in E. In this section, we define a 
ctass of 936 sets in PO which all have the “closed under chain” property. It was shown 
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in [7] that these 9~ sets coincide with the subsets of the form {X If(x) = g(x)} where f, 
g range over continuous functions from PW to Pti, In this sense, the 9Ba sets represent 
the semantical counterparts of admissible predicates [2] expressible in the form 
cu[fl +[f3. Important examples of a8 sets are retracts of Pu because retracts are of 
the form {x If(x) = x} where f range over the retraction maps. 
Definition. (i) E is a 9B set if it is some Hoolean combination of open sets; 
(ii) E is a 93~ set if it is some countable intersection of $8 sets; and 
(iii) E is a 9$, set if EC (complement of E) is Bs - equivalently, E is a countable 
union of 39 sets. 
We say that a set is 9 A 9’ if it is given by the intersection of some open set and 
some closed set. We observed in [7] that the B sets in Piu are all finite unions of 3 A 9 
sets, and the ad sets are countable unions of $6 9 sets. 
Given y E PO, let us consider the complexity of the singleton subset {y}. Note: 
{y)=n{{x]eEx}n{xIxEy)leisafinitestibsetofy}. 
Since each {x 1 e s x}n (x Ix E ~7; is a $A 9’ set, the set $1 is Bs. When y is a finite 
subset of integers, then ’ 
{Yl =ix_Iy6X)n{xIxEy} 
which therefore is &A 9” and therefore a 33 set. 
It can be easily verified that chain-complete sets are closed under finite unions and 
arbitrary intersections. The open sets and the closed sets in PO are all closed under 
chain. Since the 93 sets in PW are finite unions of J& 9’ sets, the ~29 sets are 
chain-complete. And since the BS sets are countable intersections of 93 sets, the 388 
sets are therefore chain-complete. 
While the 3~ sets enjoy the “closed under chain” property, their complements 
have the following “finitary” property: E has finifary property if for every x in E, 
there exists some finite subset e of x such that the set {y 1 e G y G x} is contained in E. 
Not surprisingly, the “closed under chain property” and the “finitary property” are 
“almost” dual notions of each other, as we shall verify in Section 5. The newt few 
propositions erve to clarify the properties of 93, and 96 sets in more detail. 
Proposition 1. (a) E has finit=;ry property if and only if E is some union of$vi 93ets. 
Hence all SO sets have jinitary property. 
(b) Every non-empty subset of PO with finitary property contains some finite set of 
integers. Hence every non-empty BO set contains some finite set of integers. 
(c) There are sets which have jinitary property but not 93,. 
(d) 99~ sets do w: ?Tzcessarily have finitary property. 
hf. (a) (+ Use the fact that for any subset x of w and finite subset e of X, the set 
4 C_ y C_ X) is $;\ Zf’. (e) Note that all #;\ 9 sets have finitary property, and the 
class of subsets in PO with finitary property is closed under arbitrary union. 
gb) This folio ws trivially from the definition of finitary property. 
(~9 Let E be (x 1 x is co-infinite}. E has finitary property but E is not B,,? 
(d) Let E be ( x x is infinite}. E is %& but E does riot contain any finite set of 1 
integers. 
sn 2. (a) There are .s~fs which are closed under chain but not aa. 
(b’r B,, sets are not necessarily closed under chain. 
ploof. (a) Let E be (X IX is co-finite}. E is closed under chain but not 9~~ 
(h9 Let E be {‘= 1 I x is finite}. E is BG but not closed under chain. 
Prop&ion 3. (a) Suppose E is 95 but not BU, then E contains ome infinite subset of w. 
(b) Suppose E is 6$, and y is some infinite subset of o in E. If we remove yfrom E, 
the resulting set E’ = E\(y) is not 9~. 
Proof. (a9 If the given 998 set E does not contain any infinite subset of w, then E 
would be some union of singleton sets {ei}, hence is B, (we noted earlier that the 
singleton set (e} is $A 9 whenever e is finite). 
(b) Suppose y is some infinite subset of o in the given 3, set E. Since E has 
finitary property, there exists some finite subset e of y such that the set {x 1 e C_ x s y} 
is contained in E. Now the set {x ) e c x $ y) is contained in E’, and clearly E’ is not 
closed under chain, hence not a6. 
The **closed under chain property” can be phrased in terms of directed sets. A 
subset E of PO is directed if for every pair yl, y2 in E, there exists ome upper bound z 
of yl and y2 in E, We say that E is directed-complete [3] if IJ {x 1 x E E’}E E 
whenever E’ is a directed subset of E. We leave the reader to verify that E is 
chain-complete if and only if E is directed-complete. 
In the next two sections, we study 3, n B6 sets in PO, or sets that are both %!I,-, and 
B8. The inclusions between the various classes of sets is given as follows: 
The singleton set {w} is ~386 but not BU since its complement {m)’ is not chain- 
complete; this explains why the ckass of BU n B_ sets is a proper subclass of the Bs 
setsor the & sets. We will show in Section 6 why the B sets form a proper subclass of 
the SI?,, r\ B6 sets. 
’ It is well-known that E is not a $W set iu Cantor space [4]. Since the $lu sets PO form a subclass of the 
$,, sets in Cantor space 177, E is not a S,, !;et. 
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3. Hausdorfl difference hierarchy 
In this section, we introduce a transfinite hierarchy called the IHausdorff difference 
hierarchy and show that the sets in the hierarchy give us all the 91W n $ sets in Pu. 
Suppose E is a subset of Pm, Hausdorff sequences {PF}ocor and {Qt)crpor are 
defined as follows: fqr a! E Or (the class of ordinals), 
Pf= E, P:=Cl(Q:)nE, 
Q,” = EC, Q,E+, = Cl(P,E) n EC, 
for limit ordinal cy, 
P,“= Cl(Q3 n E 
(Cl stands for the closure operator in a topological space.) 
Here are some of the properties of {Pt}aE~r and {QE),Eo,l: 
(9 UCLO~ and {QE}acor are decreasing sequences. 
(ii) For a! E Or, Cl(Pc) = P,” u a,“+., and Cl(Qf+r ) = P,“+I u Qf+ 1. Also note 
P,“uQ: = PO and P,” u Q,” is a closed set for all limit ordinals (Y. Thus {ffi u 
Q%o, and {PC u a,“+~ }aEOr are decreasing sequences of closed sets in Pw. 
(iii) For cy E Or, 
P,E\Pf+ 1 =Cl(P:)\,Cl( Q,“, 1 ) 
and 
Q,“+I \a,“+~ =Cl@:+1 )\Cl(P,“+, )- 
Also note Q,“\Q;” = [Cl(Pc)]’ and 
Q:\Q:+, = (p,” u Q,E)\CKp,E) 
for all limit ordinals CY. Thus for all my EOr, PE\PE+, and QE\Qf+ 1 are differences of 
two closed sets, hence they are 9 A9 sets in Pw. 
(iv) For S E Or, say that PF stabilizes if for all S < p9 PF = Pi ; siinilarly, say that 
Qf stabilizes if for all S <p, Q,” = QE. It is well known that no uncountable strictly 
decreasing sequence of closed sets can exist in a separable space, in particular, PO. ~1s 
{P: u QuE)acor is an uncountable decreasing sequence of closed sets, there exists 
6, y c fl (0 is the first uncountable ordinal) such that PF and QF stabilize. The set 
Pg u QF is called the residue of E. Note: 
E=[P:\Pf]u -9. u[P:\P:+Ju .-. UP: 
= [Cl(P:)\Cl(Q:)] u l l l u[C~(P:)\C~(Q,E+~ ,]u l . l u Pf- 
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and 
E’=[Qc\Qf]u l l w[Q:+,\Q,“-21~ l l l u@ 
= [Po\Cr(P,E)Iu l l l u [Cl(Q,E,1i )\Cl(P,“, 1 >I u . ’ - b’ 0;. 
Hausdorff hierarchy (2 } o (Ica in PO is &fined as follows: for A = 0 or any limit 
ordinal < J2, and n E o, 
2-V A+2n =ElQ f+, +I stabilizes}, 
Z& +2n+l = (E IPf++n+l stabilizes}. 
‘fbatb, {~‘,},~odassifies tile subsets E of PO in terms of the ordinal S c L! at which Pf 
or Q,” stabilizes. Let us note that (8’ } Q nC~ k an increasing hierarchy. 
Hausdorf’f diflerence hierarchy (9a}a4n is defined to be a subhierarchy of 
(Rb)gCn, consisting of all the subsets of Pw with an empty residue. The formal 
kfinition is as follows: for A = 0 or any limit ordinal A < 0, and n E W, 
Not every subset E of PO has a vanishing residue. For let E be {w}. Then for all 
r&r,PE=EandQ!?= EC. Hence POE and Q,” stabilize, and the residue of E is the 
whole set Pu. 
The sets in {&},,, have the property that their residues vanish at a finite stage. 
These sets turn out to coincide with all the &?I sets in PO (see [7]). For the rest of this 
seaion, we shall demonstrate that the sets in {Dl}adn give us all the 99, n 9, sets in 
PW. 
Proof. Suppose E is in {SJ~),<~ and PE = Q,” = 0. We can express E and EC as 
fot~ows: 
E = [Cl(P,E)\Cl(Q:)] u - l 9 u [CI(P:)\CI(Q,E+I >] u l l l 
and 
E” = [P~/Cl(p:)l u l l l u [Cl(Q,E,I )\Cl&+I >I u l l l 
wherear+lcS. 
Since E and EC are countable unions of $;\ 3’ sets, they are 93,; hence E is a 
9Bfln9a set in Pw. 
To see that every 9$, rr 96 set E is in (9 a } aca (that is, E has an empty residue), we 
need the following two lemmas. 
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Lemma 1. Say that E admits an infinite alternating chain {~i}~~~, if (xi)iEz is an 
increasing chain in PO and for i E o, x2i E E and x2i+l E A!?. IVo $Bw n 936 set admits an 
infinite alternating chain. 
Proof. Suppose E admits an infinite alternating chain {Xi}iE,u. As E is a 3, n 938 set, 
E and EC are both closed under chain, hence x = U (x2i 1 i E w} = U {xzi+lI i E w} has 
to belong to E n EC, contradiction. 
Lemma 2. (a) Let E be any subset of Pw. Then for every finite subset eof o in CI(E)\E, 
there xists ome y E E containing e. 
(b) When the set E is 93, then y can be taken to be a finite set of integers. 
Proof. (a) Suppose e is a finite set of integers in Cl(E)\E. Consider the set 
E’ = Cl(E)\{ x 1 e c x} which is closed. E cannot be a subset of E’, for otherwise E’ is a 
closed set (smaller than Cl(E)) containing E. Hence we can find some y in E\E’; any 
such y contains e. 
(b) Now assume E is 93,, then E has finitary property. Thus there exists 
some finite subset e” of y such that the set {x 1 e’ G x E y} is contained in E. Since e 
is a finite subset of y, we can find some finite subset e” of y in E such that e z e” 
holds. 
Proposition 5. Suppose E is a BU n 93s et, then E has an empty residue. 
Proof. Suppose E is B@ n 96 and the residue of E, Pf u QT, (where we assume that 
Pz and Q,” stabilize) is non-empty. Note that Pf u QF is a closed set, and that 
Pf=(PFuQF)nE and Q,“= (Pz u Qf)n EC, both being an intersection of a 
closed set and a 9&, set, are non-empty 9?m sets in PO. We shall derive a contradiction 
by showing that E admits an infinite alternating chain. Using induction, we define a 
sequence {Xi)i,, of finite sets of integers as follows: 
i = 0. Since Pf is a non-empty 3& set, there exists sOme finite subset of or) in & let 
it be x0. 
NOW assume xi has been defined and is a finite subset of CI). 
Case 1 (i is even). Apply Lemma 2 to obtain some finite subset Xi+1 of o in Qt 
such that Xi is contained in xi+ls 
Case 2 (i is odd). Again, apply Lemma 2 to obtain some 1FrGte subset Xi+ 1of w in P,E 
such that xi is contained in xi+l. Clearly E admits the infinite alternating chain {Xi}iEwr 
hence contradicting Lemma 1. 
Combining Propositions 4 and 5, we conclude: 
Theorem 1. The sets in (53 a a qR are precisely all the 9, ~1 %I sets in PO. } 
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We close this section by observing a property of &9- n 93~ sets which neither the 9?m 
s nor the SJS sets share, namely: every 9&, n as set is determined by the collection 
finite sets of integers contained in it. 
6. Let E, E’ be Bm n 936 sets. Then E = E’ if and only if for all i E o, 
(=3) Trivial. 
(+9 It suffices to show that E is contained in E’. Suppose y is in E. Because E has 
finitary property, we can find some finite subset ek of y such that the set {X 1 ek c x G y } 
contained in E By our assumption, the directed set {c, 1 ek G ei c_ y } is also contained 
in E. Since E’ is closed under chain, the lub sf {ei 1 ek G ei c y}, namely y, is in E’. 
4. A afmtacteridon of di?,, A d?& sets 
When E is a SB,, n G&J set, then E an& its complement EC are both closed under 
chain. Our main theorem in this paper is that the converse also holds. 
Tkorem 2. E is SBv A 36 if and only if E and EC are closed under chain. 
Proof. (=$9 Trivial. 
(e) Suppose E and EC are both closed under chain and E is not 93, n 3~. By 
Theorem 1, the residue of E, say Pf u QF, is non-empty. Using induction, we 
define a sequence (Xi}iew of finite subsets of o alternating in and out of Pf u Q$. 
i = 0. Since Pf u QF is a non-empty closed set in Pw, 0 belongs to Pf u a:, say 
Pf. -Let x0 be 0. 
Assume xi has been defined and is a finite subset of W. 
Cs;as4 1 (i is even and xi E Pf). 
C&aim. I%ere exists ome finite subset Xi+1 of o in 0,” such that xi is contained in xi+ 1 l
Proof. As Xi belongs to Cl( QF 9, we know by Lemma 2 that there exists ome y in Qf 
such that xi is contained in y. If y is a finite set of integers, take Xi+1 to be y and we are 
done. So assume not. Note: 
The set (ek ek G y} is contained in P;l” u (2: because Pf u QF is a closed set and 
p is in it. If set (ek 1 Xi E ek S’I y} is contained in Pf, then y would be in PF since PF 
complete (being the intersection of two chain-complete sets, namely, 
and E). Since y is in (;pF, we conclude that Qt n (ek 1 Xi 5Z ek C y} is 
tp Take Xi+ 1 to be any t?k f n it. 
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Case 2. (i is odd and xi E Qf). Use the same idea in Case 1 to obtain some finite 
subset xi+1 of o in Pf such that xi is contained in xi+l. 
We have constructed an increasing chain {Xi}iE” of finite subsets of CI) alternating in 
and out of E. NOW {xzi]iEo and {xzi+l)i~~ are increasing chains in E and EC 
respectively, and they have the same lub, call it X. Since E anti EC are both closed 
under chain, x has to be!zng to En EC, contradiction. 
5. More about chain properties 
We remarked in Section 2 that the “closed under chain” property and the 
“finitary” property are almost dual to each other. To clarify this remark, we 
introduce some more notions in this section, namely: 
(i) “closed under finite chain”, which is weaker than “closed under chain”; 
(ii) “closed under strong chain”, which is stronger than “closed under chai$‘; and 
(iii) “semi-finitary” property, which is weaker than “finitary” property. 
We shall prove the following two theorems: 
(1) E is closed under finite chain if and only if EC has semi-finitary property; and 
(2) E is closed under strong chain if and only if EC has finitary property. 
E is closed underfinite chain if for every increasing chain {xi}i,, of finite subsets of 
o in E, the union U {xi 1 i E O} is in E. Clearly, this notation is weaker than the “closed 
under chain” notion. There are sets E such that E is closed under finite chain but E is 
not closed under &a;ii. Let E be the set {bi w a 1 i E o} where a = (2k 1 k E o} and 
bi={O,..., i - 1, i}. E is obviously closed under finite chain because E does not 
contain any finite set of integers. E is not closed under chain because o, being the lub 
of the strictly increasing chain {bi u a}ieo, is not in E. 
E has semi-finitury property if for every x in E, there exists ome finite subset e of x 
such that the set {ei 1 e G ei c x} is contained in E. It is clear that if E has finitary 
property, then E also has semi-finitary property. There are sets E such that E has 
semi-finitary property but E cloes not have finitary property. Let A be the set 
{w\(i) 1 i E w}, and let E be A”. E obviously has semi-finitary property because a11 
finite subsets of o are in E. However, E does not have finitary ppaperty, for otherw52,e 
we can find some ek such that the set {x Iek E x} is contained in E-this is clearly fake 
by our definition of E. 
Proposition 7. If 2 has semi-finitary property, then EC is closed under finite chain. 
Proof. Suppose E has semi-finitary property but EC is not closed under finite chain. 
Thus we can find some increasing sequence {xi}i,, oi finite subsets of o in EC such 
that x = U {xi I i E O} is in E. Since E has semi-finitary property., we can find some ek 
such that the set {e, Iek c e, c x} is contained in E. -Now ek E x implies ek C Xi for SOllIe 
i, hence xi E E. Contradiction. 
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a 0. If E is closed under finite chain, then EC has semi-finitary property. 
&u& Suppose E is closed under finite chain but EC does not have semi-finitary 
property. Let x be some element in EC contradicting the semi-finitary property, i.e., 
for each finite subset e of x in EC, there exists ome ek in E such that e c ek c x holds. 
Using induction, wt;? define two increasing sequences {xi)ica, and {yi}ico of finite 
subsets of w in EC and E respectively as follows: 
i = 0. Write x as the union of some increasing sequence of initial segments of X. If 
all the initial segments of x belong to E, then x is in E since E is closed under finite 
chain. As x is in EC, we g.n find some initial segment x0 of x in EC. Since x contradicts 
the semi-finitary property, there exists some finite subset y. of o in E such that 
xss yOs x holds. 
i=k+I. 
Case I. Suppose yk has been defined and is a finite subset of x in E. Now write x as 
finite chain. As x is in EC, we can find some initial segment z of x in EC such that 
t holds, Let x&+1 be any such z. 
Case 2. Suppose & has been defined and is a finite subset of x in EC. Since x 
contradicts the semi-finitary property, there exists some finite subset yk+l of w in 
En{eilxk &ejrx}. 
It is clear from ow construction that x is equal to the lub of {xi}icw as well as the lub 
Of {Y*Lv Since E is closed under finite chain and the sequence {yi}iEw isin E, x must 
belong to E, contradiction. 
Combining Propositions 7 a.ld 8, we conclude: 
Tlreorem 3. E is closed under finit,- chain if and only if EC has semi-finitary property. 
From our proof of Theorem 2, w: deduce: 
IImeom 4. E is 9$, n Ba if and only if E and EC are closed under finite chain. 
Proof. (*) Trivial. 
(e) In our proof of Theorem 2, WC only use the fact that E and EC are closed under 
finite chain to show that E is %JU n B6. 
Given asubset x of W, let x’ denote the real number 0. x(0) x(1) l . l x(i) = . l where 
for ieo, 
x(i) = 
1 if iEw, 
0 if otherwise. 
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E is closed under strong chain if whenever {Xi}iEW is sequence in E such that & G &+ 1 
holds for all i and 
lim Zi =: U {Xi 1 i C O}, 
itzu 
then U {Xi 1 i E o} belongs to E. 
It is clear that if E is closed under strong chain, then E is closed under chain. There 
are sets E such that E is closed under chain but E is not closed under Istrong chain. 
Let E be the set {ai 1 i E W} where ai = o\(i). E is clearly closed under chain becaugz 
there is no strictly increasing chain in E. We claim that E is not closed under strong 
chain. To see this, note that for every t E e9 a;(i) = 1 for all j except j = i. It follows 
that Hi is less than di+l for all i E o. NOW 
lim~=O.lll l l l =c3=UaiJiEo}. 
ieo 
But o is not in E. ” 
Proposition 9. If E has finitary property, then EC is elc.sed under strong chailir. 
Proof. Suppose E has finitary property and {Xi}ieo is a sequence in EC saitisfying 
Zi < fi+l for all i and 
!ill .ifi = IJ {Xi 1 i E W}. 
Assume x = U {xi I i E w} is in E. By the finitary property of E, we can find some finite 
subset e of x such that the set (y I e G y E x} is contained in E. Nlow 
Z G lim Xi = 2. 
ieo 
Since e is a finite set, there exists some j E w such that e G xi for all j G i. But this 
contradicts our assumption that all the xi’s are in EC. 
Proposition 10. If E is closed under strong chain, then EC has finitary property. 
Proof. Suppose E is closed under strong chain but EC does not have finitary property. 
Hence there exists some x E EC such that for every finite subset e of x in EC, we can 
find some y in E n {y I e ,c y s x}. Using induction, we will construct a sequence 
1 1 x* I iEu in E with the following properties: 
(i) Zi G IFi+ for all i; 
(ii) x =U{xiIieO,; and 
(iii) limi,, Zi = 2. 
At the same time, we will define a sequence {yi}iew ith the foilowing properties: 
(i) yi is a finite subset of xi for every i ; and 
(ii) rr” = U (yi I i E 0). 
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i = 0. Set yQ = (least j in ;c} and let x0 be any element in E satisfying y. c x0 c A+ 
the existence of x0 follows from the fact that x contradicts the finitary property. 
i + 1. Assume {Xi}isi arnd {yi}isi have been defined and satisfy the required 
properties. Since xi belongs to E, Xi is different from X. Therefore we can find some 
k E o such that k E x\Xi and for all j c k, j E xi if and only if j E X. Now set 
y~+l={k}u{jEwlj<k and jEXi}. 
In other words, the elements in yi+i are all the elements in x which are less than or 
equal to k. Let x d+ 1 be any element in E satisfying yi+ 1 c Xi+ 1 C_ X-Xi+ 1 exists because 
x contradicts the finitary property. 
We HOW verify that {Xi}i,, and {yi)iEw satisfy the stated properties. All properties 
except li) for (Xi}iEw are clear from our construction. To see Xi s $i+ 1 for all i, note that 
k (a~ defined in our defizition of yi+ 1) belongs to xi +I but k does not belong to xi, and 
for all j < k, j E Xi if and only if j E xi+ i* Since E is closed under strong chain, x belongs 
to E, contradiction. 
Combining Propositions 9 and 10, we conclude: 
Theorem 5. E is closed under strong chain if and only if EC has finitary property. 
A corollary of Theorems 2 and 5 is: 
Corobty 1. E is 9, PI B?s if and only if E and EC are closed under strong chain. 
The B sets in Pc~, form a subclass of the S$, A B8 sets. In this section, we give a 
criteria to determine when a J%!#~ n BS set is a 93 set. Then usiug our criteria, we give 
an example of a 9BU n 9& set which is not a 93 set. 
Lemma 1 tells us that the 9$, n 9Ba sets in PO cannot admit infinite alternating 
chains. Let us now introduce the notion of an alternating chain of finite length. 
We say that a subset E admits an alternating chain (xi}:=0 of length n + 1 if {Xi};=0 is 
an increasing chain, and for i G n, xi E E - i is even. First, we make the following 
observations: 
(1) If E does not admit any alternating chain of length n + 1, then E cannot admit 
any alternating chain of length larger than n + 1. 
(2) If E admit s gtl infinite alternating chain (see Lemma l), then E admits an 
alternating chain of arbitrary finite length. 
C%! If E is closed under superset (like the open sets in PO), then E cannot admit 
any alternating chain of length 2, 
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(4) Say that E is convex if for every x, y in E, x c= z 5 y implies z E E. T1”;erl E is 
convex if and only if E does not admit any alternating chain of length 3. Note that a:1 
$A 149 sets are convex. 
Proposition 11. If E is 3 93 set, then there exists ome n E w such that E cannot admit 
alternating chains of length m + 1 for all n s m. 
Proof. We mentioned earlier that the B sets in Pu are all the finite unions of $6 9’ 
sets. If E is a &9’ set, then by observation (4) above, E cannot admit any 
alternating chain of length greater than or equal to 3. So assume that E is a union of n 
$AYsets,sayE=U,,i~n Ei where each Ei is a $6 Y’ set. We claim that E cannot 
admit any alternating chain of length 2n + 1. For otherwise, one of the Eis must 
admit an alternating chain of length 3 (by the pigeon-hole principle), contradicting 
our assumption that every Ei is a $6 9 set. 
Proposition 12. Suppose E is BO n 93, but not a 83 set, then E cati admit alternating 
chains of arbitrary finite length. 
Proof. Given any integer n, we have to show that E admits an alternating chain of 
length n + 1. Without loss of generality, assume that n is even. Since E is not a \9 set, 
we can immediately infer that for all m E o, PE\PE+l and &\a”,+, are non-empty 
8;&Y sets. Using induction, we shall define a chain {xi}~=~ with the following 
properties: 
(i) x0 E Pf\PF+i where k is : n ; and 
(ii) 
xzi(2j < n) E PF-j\PF-j+l, 
xzj+l(lzj + 1 s n) E Qf-j\Qf--i+l. 
j = 0. Let x0 bz any non-empty finite subset of w in the non-empty fA 3’ set 
Pf l 
2j + 1 (2j + 1 s n). Assume x2j has been defined and belongs to Pf-j\PF-j+l. Since 
x2j belongs to the closure of QE k +, we can apply Lemma 2 to obtain some finite subset 
xzj+i of o in Q,“-j such that x2j is a subset of x2j+i. Note that x2i,i cannot be in QkE_j+i 
since PE_i+I u QF++l is a closed set and xzj+l E QF-j+i would mean that x2j is in 
PEj+* l 
2j (2j s n). Use a similar argument in the case for 2j + 1. E admits the alternating 
chain {xi}y=o. Finally we note that all the xi’s in our construction are finite sets of 
integers. 
Remark. (1) It follows from our proof of Proposition 12 that if E is $ n 988 and 
PF # S, then E admits an alternating chain of length 2n + 1. 
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(2) Using the same technique in our proof of Proposition 12, we can establish the 
following fact: If E is @-, A S?a and PE is non-empty, then given any ei in P,” and any 
o, there exists an alternating chain {xi}~z~ o f finite subsets of o such that x0 is q 
and E admits (xi}~zo; consequently E and EC contains infinitely many ek’s containing 
a& 
Combining Propositions 11 and 12, we have fhe following criteria to determine 
when a given a,, n 9B8 set is a 9B set: 
Theorem 6 Suppose E is @& R &, then E is a B set if and only if there exists some 
integer n such that E cannot admit any alternating chain of length n +- 1. 
We close this section by giving a BO A 96 set C which is not a 93 set. We define C to 
be UIGnew Cnwhere 
C, -{{II*},. . . ,{n*, . . . , m,. . . , n*+2i}, . . .} 
where n* s m s n* + 2i and 1 s i s n. The following properties of C show that C is 
n but not a B set: 
(1) Cis because all the elements in C are finite subsets of W. 
(2) Each C,, is an ascending chain of length n + 1, which is part of some 
alternating chain of length 2n + 1 alternating in and out of Cn. It follows that C 
can admit an alternating chain of any finite length, hence cannot be a 93 set by 
Proposition 11. 
(3) C is closed under chain because there is not any strictly increasing infinite 
chain in C. Cc is also closed under chain because Cc contains all the infinite subsets of 
o. Hence by Theorem 2, C is a S?@ A a6 set. 
(4) Given any x in C, there exist only finitely many y’s in C containing x. 
(5) We claim that p; is empty. Otherwise, pick any ei in P:. By Remark (2) 
after Proposition 12, there must exist infinitely many ei’s in C containing ei, 
contradicting (4) above. Note that Qt is non-empty because 8 E n,,, Q’, = QL. 
?‘hus 0: is a non-empty closed set and C is in 9” in the Hausdorff difference 
hierarchy. 
7. K&a& and GRm n 4& sets : first application 
Given a separable continuous lattice D, when can D be embedded as a &, A as 
s&set of PO? We will apply our knowledge of chain properties to answer this 
question. 
13. Suppose D is a countable continuous lattice, then D can be embedded 
subset of PO if and only if the set D is finite. 
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Proof. (+) Suppose D is isomorphic to some $ n 938 subset E of PO and D is 
infinite, then the ‘(top” element of D must be mapped via isomorphism. to some 
infinite subset y of o in E. Since E has finitary property, we can find some finite 
subset e of y sach that the set {t 1 e G t G y} is contained in E. But the set {z 1 e s z G y) 
is uncountable, so must E and D, contradiction. 
(e) Suppose the set D is {XI,. . . , xk}. Consider the following embedding map i: 
i(y)={jiXj LYb- 
i(D) is isomorphid to D, and is a 3 set in Pw because very i(y) is a finite set. 
If we drop off the “countable” assumption, then Proposition 13 is false-for take 
D to be PO. Indeed, the following Proposition holds: 
Proposition 14. lf D is an uncountable separable continuous lattice and D can be 
embedded as a BO n & subset of PO, then Pa is a retract of D. 
Proof. Suppose D is isomorphic to some 9&, n 9& subset E of Pw. Take any infinite 
subset y of o in E. By the finitary property of D, we can find some finite subset e of y 
such that the set {z 1 e s z G y} is contained in E. But the set {z le G z s y} when 
partially ordered by set inclusion is isomorphic to Pw. Hence Pw is a subspace and 
therefore a retract of D. 
We conclude that if a given separable continuous lattice D can be embedded as a 
99- n aa subset of PO, then D is either finite or a universal domain. 
Our proof of Proposition 13 is based on the following observation: ifE has finitary 
property and contains some infinite set of integers, then E is uncountable; further- 
more, there are infinitely many e:s in E. 
Exploiting this observation furthermore, we show below that the converse of 
Proposition 14 is false. 
Proposition 15. There exists a universal domain D such that D cannot be embedded as 
a !BW n @a subset of Pw. 
Proof. Let D be [PO + Pw] and i any map which embeds D in PO. Note that PO is a 
retract of D. We want to show that i(D) cannot be a am A B6 subset of PO. It suffices 
to show that there exists at most one ei in i(D). 
Claim. For every f E [PO + Pw], f = _L or f is “infinite” in the sense that there exist 
infinitely many g’s c f in [Pw + Pw]. 
Proof. It suffices to show that every step function (except I) in [PO + PO] is infinite 
because very continuous function is given by the lub of a sequence of step functions. 
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So consider a simple step function like e-((O), {1)). Recall that for x E Pw, 
(1) if OEX, 
P({O), {lo) = {B ifotherwise 
. 
For any ek containing 0, it is clear that e’(ek, (1)) is less than Z({O}, (11) in the partial 
ordering of [PO * P&J. Since there are infinitely many ek’s containing 0, we conclude 
that Z({O}, (1)) is infinite. 
Since i is an embedding map, i must map all the “infinite” elements in [PO + PO] to 
iafinite sets of integers in PO. And since I is the only non-insnite element in 
[PO + PM], i(D) can contain at most one finite set of integers. 
The claim in Proposition 15 essentially says that there is no non-trivial minimal 
element in [Pw + PO] with respect o the pointwise ordering. This is :vhy [Pw + PO] is 
not isomorphic to PO. 
8, Ekthe open setsz second applicatiorv 
An open set in Pw is some countable union of basic neighborhoods which are of the 
form (X lei G x}. It is said to be effective if it is some effective union of basic 
neighborhoods. More formally, E is an effective open set if there exists ome recursive 
function f : w + w such that 
Equivkntly, E is effective if and only if the set (n 1 en E E} is r.e,, that is, we can 
enumerate the indices of all the finite sets in E. 
If au cpn set E is effective, then it is not hard to see that we can as well enumerate 
the indices of all the r.e. sets (or computable lements [8]) in E because: 
Wn f E -(3i)(efdi, G W,,) 
(where Wn’s are as in [4]) and the predicate f(i) c Wn is r.e. in j(i) and n. It turns out 
that if E is 9?- Cl Z& and the set {n 1 WI, E E} is r.e., then E is an effective open set. Our 
proof of the latter fact rests on our previous observations and the following version of 
Rice-Shapiro Theorem [4]: 
Rk-Sbapko Theorem. Let % be any non-empty collection of r.e. sets. If the set 
W, E %} is r.e., then there exists a recursive f : o + o such that: 
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Theorem 7. E is an effective open set in Pw if and only if E is !%&, n 936 and the set 
(n 1 Wn E E} is r.e. 
Proof. (3) Trivial. 
(e) Suppose E is a non-empty am n aa set and the set {n 1 W, c E} is r.e., we need 
to show that J!? is an effective open set. Let %’ be the collection of r.e. sets in E, Since E 
is a $3U set, we know by Proposition 1 that %’ is non-empty. Therefore applying 
Rice-Shapiro Theorem, w’e get some recursive f such that 
It suffices to prove the following claim: 
Claim. E = LJieo (X 1 eflij s x}. 
Proof. Suppose x E E. Because E has finitary property, there exists ome finite subset 
e of x such that the set (y 1 e G y s x} is contained in E. But e is a finite set, hence 
e = Wn for some n. By Rice-Shapiro Theorem, ef(i) s Wn for some i, Therefore, we 
have 
ef(i) ,C Wn ,C X. 
Conversely, suppose !(i) c x. Note: 
By Rice-Shapiro Theorem, the set { W,, I ef(-, , c Wn s x} is contained in E, Since E is 
direct. q-complete and x is the lub of the directed set {W,, W, G x}, we 
to 
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